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1Attached hereto are sheets containing supplementary information to the replies
to the questionnaire on licensing. The sheets, which are issued on a country-by-
country basis in loose-leaf formal incorporate information supplied in the course of
the review of licensing systems held by the Group on 19-22 October 1971, as well as
additional information and corrections received by the secretariat following the
meeting of 22-25 February 1972. This document replaces the documents Spec(72)22 and
Corr.1 and Spec(74)71 and contains information received in reply to GATT/AIR/1168
and 1283.

1These sheets supplement and should be read in conjunction with the relevant
replies in COM.IND/W/55 (COM.AG/W/72) and addenda and corrigenda. The figures
appearing at the beginning of the various paragraphs in the attached sheets indicate
the question numbers of the questionnaire to which the additional information relates
in each case.
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Australia1

1. The power to impose quantitative restrictions on additional products is
vested in the Minister or his delegate.
6(j) Australia does not require importers to present export permits or export
licences issued in an exporting country. When the export restraint arrangements
with Hong Kong were operating, the Hong Kong authorities advised the Australian
authorities on a monthly basis of the licences granted. This was accepted by
Australia for the purpose of controlling the leval of imports on the particular
product concerned. The restraint arrangement expired on 30 June 1971.

19. In Australia,foreign. exchange is readily available front any Australian bank.
It is a purely commercial transaction.

-See COM.IND/W/55/Add. /Rev.1 and Corr.1
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Austria1
1. The reply in COM.IND/W/55/Add.2 relates only to licensing subject to
quantitative restrictions. Only three items in the industrial sector are covered
by this system, while the agricultural products subject to restriction are set
out in L/3210/Add.5/Rev.1 Imports of cotton textiles come within the scope of
the Long-TermArrangement.

As regards imports of liberalized goods, a procedure is applicable whereby
the customs officer, at the time of customs clearance, checks whether the product
is liberalized and. whather it comes from a country to which Austria has extended
its liberalization. If these conditions are fulfilled, the customs officer
verifies them on the form for customs cleareance e.g. in affixing a rubber stamp.
The customs officer is obliged to admit these products and cannot refuse the
import of liberalized goods. There is no form to be completed nor is there any
special fee or change. The examination is carried out in only one office. It is
considered that the procedure is limited to a bare minimum and is not a hindrance
to trade, at least from the point of view of licensing. In Austria's view, it is
not licensing in the proper sense. The system is usad also for statistical
purposes. When importing into Austria, the importer has to submit a statistical
entry form which goes to the statistical office.

6(a) Interested parties have the opportunity to ask the licensing authority for
all information and details, and will certainly get replies concerning the imports
they propose to make. It is considered more useful for an importer to have up-to-
date information upon inquiry than a publication which may become out of date
fairly quickly.

6(b) The amounts of global quotas, which were introduced when Austria started to
implementitspreogramme of liberalization, were determined by combining the amounts
of all quotas existing with resartt to a perticular product, together with a
certain amount to cover ing placetaking place outside thequotas. These quots
have been increased yearly by a certain percentage. The Majority of global quotas
have now been removed and the productse liberalized. Globalquotas exist onlyonly for
wine, fruit juices, potato,wheat , and maize starch,preserved meat and certain
medicaments.

6(c) There is no possibility in Austria to compel an importer to carry out imports
for which he has got a. licence, nor can the Government influence the effective
utilization of quotas. If there should remain an unused portion of the quote, which

1See COM.IND/W,/55/Add.2 and Corr.1
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is seldom the case, such unused portion would not bc transferred automatically to
the next quota year. However, utilization of such an unused portion during the
new quot: year could be provided for b granting prolongationa of licencee already
unused with respect to items falling under the old quota year. The unused portion
which has not been used before the end of the quota year can be transferred into
the new quota period.

Austria would have some difficulties to give the names of importer, to whom
licenees had been grarnted, to governments. In Austria, there is an overall
principle of secrecy which wouldul be infringad names oflicences were made
known.

6(f) If the importer cannot effect imports of a product because the validity of
his licence is limited to six months, he is free to ask for prolongation of his
licence. applications for prolongation have to be submitted in writing to the
licensing office. As rule, prolongationsare granted for a three-month period,
and can be given several. times.

6(g) Applications are considered by a single administrative organ. For industrial
products, the organ is the Federal Ministry for Trade and Industries; for
agricultural products, the federal Ministrsr for Agriculture and Forestry. For
importing products falling under monopoly, the organ is the Monopoly Administration,
nemely the Federal Ministry of Finance.

6(h) The last period of reference is, in fact, the previous year.

Il. When importion to Austria, the following documents have to be produced by
the importer: (a) goods declaration for customs clearance, (b) declaration of
value, (c) Statistical entry form and, in certain cases, certificates; of origin.
If the product to be imported is not liberalized or is under monopoly, a valid
import licence has also to be submitted. In particular cases, additional
certificates have to be presentee e.g. for senitary or phytosanitary purposes.
For certain agricultural products falling under themarketing law, a decision of
the Grain Board or of the Meat Board has to be produced.

Certificates of origin mayt be required upon importation by special decree
of the Ministry of Trade or Ministry for Agriculture and Forestry. The cases
where certificates of origin have to be presented are defined in the Austrian
foreign Trade Law (Federal Gazette No. 314, 1968, paragraph 12). Thesecases are
the following:

(a ) if required on the basis of a decision taken by an international
organization of which Austria is amember;
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(b) for the implementation of trade policy agreements and other
international arrangements;

(c) for overall economic considerations, in particular for the maintenance
of AustrianaLustrian exports;

(d) to avoid by-passing of the Austrian provisions concerlization.ns liberaation.

In practice, certificates of origin are mainly required for the purpose
outlined in (d) i.e. to ensure that imports originate in countries to which
.ustria ha. extended liberalization.
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EUROPEANCOMMUNITIES AND THEIR
MEMBER STATES

EEC Commission

AnnexI1

(1) Outline of system

1. As regards Regulation No. 1025/70, the system of surveillance can be applied
to products from certain countries. To date, five products have been subject to
this system; the surveillance has been revoked for two products and will soon be
for a third product. Two products will then remain under surveillance, one of
them being imported fromonly one GATT member country.

(4) Use of licensing to restrict imports

As regards other methods, it is not possible, since six separate
administrations are involved, to obtain the necessary information by other means.

1See COM.IND/W/55/Add.7 (pages 3 to 8), and Corr.l, 2 and 3.
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Benelux1

All products originating in the countries enumerated in reply (2-3) are
subject to the licensing régime. Licences, for some of the products from these
ccuntries, serve to implement quota restrictions. Licensing isalso used to
facilitate possible recourse toa safeguard clause.

Furthermore, licensing provides the Benelux authorities with more comprehen-
sive data and more rapidly than those obtainable from the foreign trade statistics.
In these cases, licences are granted automatically on request.

4. The supplementary data obtained from the licences is primiarily used for
surveillance of prices and quantities with respect to imports of certain textile
products. This surveillance is not applied to imports of products covered by
agreements concluded under the Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Cotton
Textiles.

5. Under the legislation in farce in the BLEU, the King can regulate the import,
export and transit of goods. Parliament has therefore empowered the King who can
delegate to certain ministers the power to bring trade in goods under licensing.
Under Netherlands, legislation, the Crown can regulate the import and export of
goods.

11. The legislation of the Benelux countries does not preclude any requirement
of certificates of origin for imports. Such a requirement is a matter for adrini-
strative decision. Generally, a certificate of origin is required when a deflec-
tion of trade is noted or there is a serious risk of deflection. In such
circumstances, the Benelux authorities can decide that imports should be accom-
panied by a certificate of origin issued by the competant authorities of the
exporting country. No such decision has bean taken in respect of imports from
Japan. A certificate of origin is required, however, in pursuance of certain
international agreements.

12. In the BLEU, a stanp fee is required for all import licences (BF 10 for
imports of less than BF 10,000 and BF 20 in other cases). This modest fee does
not even clover the cost of the services rendered.

19. In the BLEU, the application for licence is at tho same time an application
for a priority certificate. The import licence and the certificate of ownership
are issued by the Licensing Office.

¹See COM.IND/W/55/Add.7, pages 15-20
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1erxmark

4. Untilry1 Januarl1970, ail imports from Japan and Karea were sobject ta
licensing. Commodity list B comprises now only four headings for which licensing
is applied vis-à-vis Japan and Korea. Of these four items, three relate to pro-
ductshto whici quantitative restrictions are applied while, in the case of the
remaining item, licensing is, in effect, free. The purpose of the unrestricted
licensing regarded as a tentative liberalization which, in the absence of unfore-
seen events, will lead to final liberalization after a certain period, is to
provide, by waygof safemuard, an easy method to control imparts if developments
show a need. However, limitation of imports in these circumstances, has not
occurred. The same remarks applyaro Denmxnk's liberalizations vis-à-vis imports
from State-trading countries.

m9. tNornal commercial "ractice is understood to mean commercial credits of one
to two years, or five years for larger capital goods. The notice of payment to
be filed is a separate document designed for statistical purposes.

1See CO55LND/W/5,/Add.6
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France1

1. The "exceptional"instances: mentioned refer to imports ofEECSC and Auratom
products and to imports of products under tariff quotas.

tailsconce A.nc ng enn. thé cuntries and -prducts to which licensing is
applied are conta ned "n"uhu îJo-rial O"f cielseof mbmbpteni r 197s'(re.i.ed );

Te h ical.visas are necessary for estaglgshin- statistics, verifying the
o i i .and. price of prandoducts,implementing the agricultural policy.

6(a) ca thofofse ao bilateral thequotas,information is published in the
"Moniteur Officielmdu Com erce, the offigial frfhn oa tonal Cenenere îtrt for
Foreign Tra i Them.mnfornation is reproduced by thelspec a ized.press in trade
periodicals.

7(a) For products not subject to restriction, licence applications are processed
within five days, in principle. A licence or a technical visa can be issued
immediately upon presentation.

19. No special formality must be fulfilled for obtaining the foreign exchange
required for imports.

See COM.INAA/.5/1daa7 (pcges 21-24)
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Federal RepublicofGermany1lic of Ge

1. The requirement of an import declaration has been removed for aIl agricultural
and industrial products. For a very limited number of products a new type of
import declaration is required in order to follow recent import developments,
especially with respect to products which are subject to the EEC surveillance
system.

3. AiL details are to be found in the import list (see paragraph 5(b)) and in
the invitations to submit tenders (see paragraph 6(a)) both published in the
Official Gazette (Bundesanzeiger). Any further information is given by the
licensing authorities. (Sec paragraph 6(g).)

19. Statistical announcements for payments in foreign exchange are required.
These are purely for statistical purposes and have no connexion with the treatment
of goods under the import system.

1INDSee COM. /W/55/Add.7 (pages 25-29) and Corr.3
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1.Automatic licensing is necessary for statistical purposes. Because of the
time normally involved in processing statistics, licensing is necessary for this
purpose .

As regards conterolld customs -merégime there is no formalityinvolved, and
licences are issued immediately.

7(-a) Licences areprocessedin four to fivedays maximum.In certaincases, they
canbe processed in one day.

19. There areno otherformalitiesfor issueof foreignexchange.

¹See COM.IND/W/55/Add.7,pages 30-38
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United Kingdom1

2. All goods to be imported from any source require an import licence, but an
Open General Import Licence has been granted in order to facilitate the importation
of goods which are not subject to restriction. The Licence authorises the import,
without the need for an individual import licence, of ail goods other than those
listed in any of the Schedules to the Licence. Amendments to the Licence can be
made administratively without the need to enact fresh legislation.

6(e) Sometimes, a decision whether to issue a licence is taken immediately on
receipt of the application. On other occasions, the decision îs not taken
immediately but normally no more than three weeks elapse between the receipt of
an application and notification to the importer of a decision whether or not the
licence wil be issued.

The response has to be considered in conjunction with paragraph 6(d) the time
allowed for submission of application, which varies from case to case.

If applications are made well
lapse before a decision is taken.
immediately where circumstances so

in advance of the import, therenmight be a time
However, licences can be and are issued
require.

1See COM. IND/W/55/Add. 22/Rev.1
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Japan1

The earlier description on Automatic Import Quota system should be deleted
since this system was abolished on 1 February 1972. As regards Automatic Approval
system it was replaced by the Import Declaration system on 20 December 1972.
Under the Import Declaration system, the importers need only to present Import
Declarations in a prescribed form to the authorized foreign exchange banks, before
the importation, and it is not necessary to be authorized or approved.

1See COM.IND/w/55/Add.11 and Corr.1 and 2.
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PART I

1,2,3.. Most industrial products are on the free list. The countries to which
licensing or quotas apply are set out in the Bulletins from the Ministries.

5. The Norwegian Government may change the procedure, countries of origin,
etc. without the consent of the Parliament. The Provisional Act of 1946 lays down
a general ban on imports. The King (the Government) may grant dispensation from
this general ban. The King has accordingly authorized the Ministry of Commerce
and the Ministry of Agriculture to issue licences and to lay down special
conditions for the licences.

1See COM.IND/W/55/Add.13 and Corr.1, 2 and 3
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Poland1
11. As soon as a general licence is granted by the Mnister of Foreign Trade,
in the form of annual foreign trade plans assigned to foreign trade organizations,
such organizations issue individual licences. Only two basic documents are
required upon actual importationnn'ortution (a) the general licence (b) the commercial
contract.

16. Licences are, in principle, not transferable. If, however, foreign trade
rights of a certain foreign trade organization are transferred to any industrial
or-nization, all the obligatiogns includinEthe licences of the foreign trade
enterprise are automatically taken over by the industrial organization concerned

l. Tre areno other administrative procedures required prior to importation.

See COM.INAdd.D/W/55/ .14
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South Africa

1. In December 1969, South Africa decided to disinvoke its recourse to
Article XII as justification for its remaining restrictions. It was pointed out
then that import control, as a balance-of-payments instrument, had been applied
in South Africa for twenty years proviously. The economic structure of the
country has changed considerably during the past twenty years. Accordingly , it
has been necessary to make certain adjustments particularly in the tariff field.
It was also pointed out, at that stage, that it would not be possible to dismantle
all restriction, until such tine as South Africa was released from its tariff
commitments. Development objectives would be jeopardized if import control were
discarded while tariffs were bound. In any event, the existing system is
considered to be a relatively simpleoneand does not act as a major restriction
on trace.

1SeeCOM. IND/W/55/Add. 36
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Spain1

1. Every year, regularly, new productsare included within the general framework
of global quotas. Accordingly, Spain is implementing, the recommendation made by
the IMF in respect of Spain. In 1959, it should be recalled, all import s were
subject to quantitaive restrictions and were governed by the individual
licensing system. Spain is continuingto liberalize its imports.

6(e) As regards timerequired for global quotas, theadministration must reviewview
fulll -l -applicatimade, in order dor make anequitable reasonableeasoable
tion. In somecases, when fairlycomplesglobal quotas are being dealt c being ealt
er h, o.olonar one month is necessary. r. ce:-ary

_ c_.
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Sweden1mdoi
3. "Automatic" licences are required for certain importsfrom Japan which were
formerly subject t'o BQs. Details concerning the products can be found in the
JointkWoring Group documentation (COM. IND/W/67/Add.1).

5. A decision by the Parliament is not required to abolish or modify the
licensing system. The Board of Commerce has the power upon authorization by the
Government to decide which goods may be exempted from the import prohibition. It
Was such an autzori ation given to the Board of Commerce that permitted it to
pxcept the 564 BTN items from licensing àis '-vis Japan (see 3 above).

6(d) The amounts allocated to individual importers, referred no ir paragraph 6(a)
of document CND/W//W/55/Add.16, are in principle available during nine months
from the day of opening of a quota. Applications for licences submitted during
this period are granted within the amounts allocated to each importer. After the
expiry of this period, licence amounts not utlized by one importer are reallocated
to other importers in order to ensure full utilization of the total quota.

7(a) There is no fixed time for processing of applications. It may very well be
that licences are issued almost immediately.

1See COM. IND/W/55/Add.16/1ev.l
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Switzerland1

8. Reasons for refusal are given and there is possibility of appeal. However,
in the case of certain war materials, especially explosives, there is no
possibility of appeal.

1See COM. IND/W/55/Add.17
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United States-

No licensing system is maintained for any product under voluntary restraint.

Certain products such as wheat, cotton and peanuts, while subject to
quantitative restrictions, are nct subject to licensing. This arises because
there is relatively little demand for these imports since United States prices are
at or very near world prices. It has not been found necessary to introduce a
licensing system which would require complicated administrative procedures. The
United States has very accurate methods of securing information regarding imports.
It is possible to assess, on a daily basis, the value of imports which come into
all United States ports.

The TSUS numbers of the products subject to quantitative restrictions have
been made available to the Joint Working Group.

Petroleum

3. For national. security reasons import quotas are imposed on imports of
petroleum and petroleum products into the United States and Puerto Rico. The
licensing system used to administer the quota system applies to imports of such
products from all countries. It has not been found necessary to impose
restrictions on certain imports from countries which have an overland route into
the United States. Exampted from quota and licensing areimports from Canada of
crude oils imported into District V (Hawaii, and west of the Rockies),
natural gas liquids and finished products, and limited quantities of crude and
unfinished oils from Mexico. Importsof ethane, propane and butanes from the
Western Hemisphere are also exempt z-.

4. As regards alternatimetanchodsh tie tariff on petroleum imporis Ls not
adequate taccomplish theth purpose.F or thieasons rh, te import quotas have been
institdute. TUhe nited Sestat haonsidered os ctheerhodstomt accomplish this
purpose buts hoa nt found them satisfactory.

5.h Presidenthas discretion obT under the national security provisions of the
Trade Expansion Acot eterminot d;rmn the products, and the volume of the products,
that may be imported. Changes can be made in the system without any reference
to the Congress.

1So oeM.I/55/8Add.13 and1Corr.l and2.

2COM. IND/W/67 and Add.l.


